
 

Packet 8 (finals) 
 
1. Private journals of this character published after his death was actually falsified propaganda, as 

related in the novel “Shatterpoint,” which has this man on its cover. In an animated film, this 
character crushes the chestplate of his enemy, giving him coughing fits for the rest of his life. A 
weapon owned by him, which had a unique characteristic due to a visit to the planet Hurikane 
(hurricane), had the letters BMF printed on the (*) activation button. This man co-created a fighting 
style called Vaapad from the principles of Form VII (seven). A reek tried charging him only to get part of 
its horn sliced off. He led a strike team to the Petranaki arena to rescue three prisoners. For 10 points, name 
this character who defeated Jango Fett, the owner of a purple-bladed lightsaber. 
ANSWER: Mace Windu [accept either name] <STW> <VP> 
 

2. On this series, a character in a lucid dream notices that the number 46 keeps appearing everywhere, 
leading another character to quip “well, it’s not the Ultimate Answer to Life.” That dream was 
triggered by sitting in a prototype neural interface chair with electrodes that could cut into a 
person’s temples. On this series, small floating orbs with cameras were nicknamed Kinos by Eli 
Wallace. The ship this series is set on replenishes its (*) energy resources by entering the photosphere of 
a star, making it quite literally solar-powered, and is named Destiny. An expedition of about eighty people 
were stranded on that ship after successfully dialing a nine chevron address. For 10 points, identify this 
series, which followed Stargate: Atlantis as the second spin-off of SG-1.  
ANSWER: Stargate: Universe [or SGU] <SGA> <VP> 
 

3. When a prince advises this character that piloting a rocket into a force field is suicide, this man 
responds that it is a rational transaction to trade one life for billions. In this character’s first 
appearance, he is kidnapped and taken aboard a rocket after crashing into Dr. Zarkov’s 
observatory. He was saved from public execution by (*) Princess Aura, but is more interested in Dale 
Arden. The Wikipedia navigation box for the New York Jets contains the name of this fictional 
quarterback. This hero hijacked the war rocket Ajax and crashed it into the wedding of the Max von 
Sydow-played Ming the Merciless, impaling him. The ninth studio album by Queen was actually a 
soundtrack album for a 1980 film about this character. For 10 points, name this star of a space adventure 
comic strip. 
ANSWER: Flash Gordon [accept either name] <MOV> <TE> 
  

4. Description acceptable. In a movie set in medieval times, a wooden replica of this vehicle can be 
spotted while a character is insisting she is a woodcarver, not a witch. This vehicle can be seen 
outside of a mobile home while the residents hit a supposed “gator” with a shovel. After a plea to 
hide in the back of this vehicle, another character replied “Negative. There are no restraining 
harnesses in the cargo area.” This vehicle has a (*) license plate number referring to the resolution it was 
originally rendered at, RES1562. While looking at this vehicle, a character asks “Now, you’re sure this 
space freighter will return to its port of origin once it jettisons its food supply?” For 10 points, identify this 
vehicle on which Woody and Buzz hitched a ride, which has a little rocket on its roof. 
ANSWER: Pizza Planet delivery truck [accept descriptive answers indicating the pizza delivery 
truck/car/van from Toy Story] <WHM> <VP> 

 
5. A character played by this actor tells a bobblehead on his ship’s dashboard “buck up, Bob, don’t go 

all shaky on me.” In one movie, this actor played a character who noticed birds landing on an alien 
ship, indicating it had lost its shielding. After watching this actor’s character shoot some aliens, an 
Australian named Griff asked “Hey Sarge, the new guy, what’s his name again?” In another film, his 
character comes across a news crew scavenging food and water from a 747 that had been shot down. 
(*) Tech-49 Jack Harper was played by this actor, who also played a character that fought against Mimics 
on the same day over and over again. For 10 points, name this lead actor in War of the Worlds and 
Oblivion, who co-starred with Emily Blunt in Edge of Tomorrow. 



 

ANSWER: Tom Cruise <MOV> <VP> 
  

6. The NCIA-93 (N-C-I-A ninety-three) ship class utilized by this organization had the ability to 
disguise itself as an asteroid. A head of this organization was once taunted by someone who said “We 
were just talking about you. Everyone hates you, congratulations.” While defending an action of this 
organization during war, Admiral (*) Ross quoted Cicero, “inter arma enim silent leges.” An artificial 
intelligence created by this organization called Control killed and reanimated a leader of this organization 
named Leland. A spin-off series announced in 2019 will center on the mirror version of Phillippa 
Georgiou’s role after joining this prime universe organization. For 10 points, identify this shadowy agency 
that covertly protected security interests of the Federation, named after a piece of the Starfleet Charter. 
ANSWER: Section 31 [prompt on Starfleet or the Federation] <DIS> <VP> 
  

7. Note to players: ship and location required. We’re looking for answers like “the bathroom of the 
Enterprise-B” or “cargo hold of the Space Battleship Yamato.” In this location, a character explains 
why he keeps a “rabid cur” in such a place of power: “a cur’s weakness, properly manipulated, can 
be a sharp tool.” During a fight in this location, a Biliari electro-chain whip was launched into the 
wall, lighting it on fire. A character in this location remarked “such spunk” after knocking a 
prisoner on the head with a (*) lightsaber. In this location, a man pulls back his cloak to draw his blaster 
until another character on the floor wakes up, and he quickly puts his blaster away. This location is where a 
character claims “I cannot be beaten, I see his mind, I see his every intent” right before a lightsaber ignites 
and cuts him in half. For 10 points, identify this location from where the Supreme Leader ruled the First 
Order. 
ANSWER: Snoke’s throne room aboard the Supremacy [or the throne room aboard Snoke’s flagship] 
<STW> <VP> 
  

8. This race created a rapid-fire weapon which shoots slowly at first and then picks up speed, becoming 
less and less controllable, called the Spitfire. Members of this race that carry miniature cloaking 
devices are called hunters. A unique member of this race, before sacrificing himself, said “I must go 
to them. I’m sorry, it’s the only way,” the first time he had ever used the (*) word “I” instead of “we.” 
The Reegar Carbine was specifically designed to combat this race, whose name means “servant of the 
people” in Khelish. They were born at the beginning of the Morning War, which resulted in the expulsion 
of their creators off Rannoch. For 10 points, identify this synthetic race built by the quarians, some of 
whom allied with the Reapers in the first Mass Effect. 
ANSWER: geth <VGM> <VP> 
  

9. In Lilo and Stitch, Stitch hijacks a red police cruiser and triggers this technology despite the 
computer’s warnings. This technology stopped working aboard the Ancient warship Tria until the 
Atlantis expedition rendered assistance, after which the Ancients retook control of Atlantis. Right 
before SG-1 used this technology in an unorthodox fashion, Jack O’Neill looks out a window and 
quips "Carter, I can see my house!" In that instance, it was used to avoid an asteroid collision with 
Earth. (*) Interdictor-class Star Destroyers prevent enemy ships from using these devices. R2-D2 stops 
reattaching C3PO’s leg in order to reactivate one of these devices that had been tampered with on Bespin. 
For 10 points, identify this device that permits faster-than-light travel in the Star Wars universe. 
ANSWER: hyperdrives [or hyperspace drive] <CCL> <VP> 
  

10. On the production side, this event was filmed four times with four identical scale models, and all four 
shots appeared in the episode. This event was prevented by a deliberate distortion in the dekyon field 
that caused repeated instances of the number three to appear everywhere. This event was 
unsuccessfully avoided via the use of a tractor beam on the U.S.S. (*) Bozeman, but successfully 
avoided by decompressing the main shuttle bay. Right before it happens, Data reports ejection systems are 
offline and that a core breach is imminent, forcing Picard to frantically order all hands to abandon ship. For 
10 points, identify this event that repeatedly happens in the episode "Cause and Effect" due to a collision. 



 

ANSWER: destruction of the U.S.S. Enterprise-D during the time loop in "Cause and Effect" [or the 
collision between the Bozeman and the Enterprise before mention; accept logical equivalents; do not 
accept destructions of the Enterprise-D by other means] <TNG> <VP> 
  

11. On this series, a mutiny led by Diana Sydney forced the premature launch of the Exodus ship, which 
crashed and killed 1,500 people. The united clan Wonkru in this series survived a second nuclear 
apocalypse by finding the Second Dawn bunker. Dante Wallace leads the Mountain Men who live 
inside the former US military installation Mount (*) Weather on this series. Anya led a clan of 
Grounders against the Sky People, led by Bellamy and Clarke. In the first episode, the Ark, a massive space 
station made up of 12 smaller space stations, sent a dropship carrying juvenile delinquents to a long 
abandoned Earth. For 10 points, name this CW show, whose name comes from the number of children sent 
down in the first episode. 
ANSWER: The 100 <OTV> <VP> 
  

12. On a planet with this name, a character touched a person-shaped shadow on a wall, triggering a 
flashback to the nuking of an outdoor market. After a character determined natives of a planet with 
this name were genetically compatible, someone joked “you got a one-track mind, Doc.” The sewage 
reclamation ship (*) Demetrius was commandeered to search for this planet. At the end of the episode 
“Revelations,” the entire cast walks around a gray, radioactive beach on this planet in silent despair. A 
blind jump away from the Colony, a Cylon fortress, ended up at a planet that eventually bore this name. For 
10 points, name the home planet of the Thirteenth Tribe in Battlestar Galactica, where humanity settles in 
the series finale. 
ANSWER: Earth <BSG> <VP> 
  

13. Description acceptable. Before this weapon is used for the first time, string tremolos double a 
woodwind ostinato play over occasional staccato interjections from bass and low woodwinds. While 
using this weapon, a character uses the analogy of “rashnold on a kalak” and then another analogy 
of a “gingleson’s pelt,” which make no sense to anybody else. After this weapon is destroyed a few 
feet in front of him, that character complained “I really hurt my (*) thumbs.” This weapon’s targeting 
system displays two yellow parallel grids on either side of a circle on a red background. A man shouts “Got 
him, I got him!” after using this weapon to destroy a target, to which another person replies “great, kid, 
don’t get cocky!” For 10 points, name this weapon mounted on a YT-1300 freighter owned by Han Solo.  
ANSWER: Millenium Falcon gun [accept obvious equivalents for gun like cannon, laser blaster, etc; 
accept AG-2G quad laser cannon if for some reason someone says that; prompt on quad laser cannon; do 
not prompt or accept “turbolaser”]  <STW> <VP> 
  

14. In this episode, a doctor informed a character who was stabbed in the chest that it was only a 
superficial wound, to which that character responded, “Superficial? Do you know how much this 
shirt cost?” At the beginning of this episode, a character mentions the grim ritual of looking over the 
weekly casualty list every Friday morning. That character declares to the viewer “I (*) lied. I cheated. 
I was an accessory to murder. But most damning of all… I think I can live with it” as he slowly undresses 
in his quarters. Senator Vreenak discovered in this episode that the recording of a discussion of a Dominion 
surprise attack on Romulus was a forgery. For 10 points, name this dark Deep Space Nine episode whose 
name comes from a Jack Nicholson line about the location where the devil dances. 
ANSWER: “In the Pale Moonlight” <DS9> <TE> 
  

15. After a group of characters see the imprint of fangs and teeth inside of a meteorite in this film, a 
character named Biggz says “Right now, I feel like ghostin’. Go home, lock my door and play FIFA.” 
In this film, a character asks “what’s Ron’s weed room?” to which another character responds “It’s 
a big room full of weed. And it’s Ron’s.” At the beginning of this film, a mugging is interrupted by a 
meteorite crashing into a nearby car, which is carrying a small alien creature. The nurse being 
mugged and the leader of that gang are played by (*) Jodie Whittaker and John Boyega, respectively. 
For 10 points, name this film from 2011 which depicted a teenage gang from South London fighting against 
an alien attack. 



 

ANSWER: Attack the Block <MOV> <TE> 
 

16. On a ship of this class that also served as a prison, a man escaped by taking an elevator to a museum 
only to discover that the ship was buried below a metropolitan area. The Concord forced a ship of 
this class to crash on a desert planet by dragging it down with tractor beams. One of these ships run 
by Ysanne (*) Isard was captured at the end of the Bacta War, and was named the Lusankya. The leader of 
Green Squadron crashed into the bridge of one of these ships despite its commander repeatedly shouting a 
command to intensify forward batteries, causing it to lose control and plunge into the Death Star II (two). 
For 10 points, identify this ship class that included the Executor, Darth Vader’s personal flagship, which 
was over ten times as long as the standard Imperial-class Star Destroyers. 
ANSWER: Super Star Destroyer [or Executor-class Star Destroyer; or Super-class Star Destroyer; 
accept Star Dreadnought in place of Star Destroyer for any of those answers; prompt on partial answer] 
<STW> <VP> 
 

17. Note to moderator: in the seventh line, “wessels” is NOT a typo. Two characters in this film go back and 
forth with “yes” and “no” repeatedly after they are asked if they like Italian food, and the odd 
behavior of one of them is explained away by claiming he did a little too much “LDS.” In this film, an 
old woman in a hospital regrows a perfect kidney after taking a pill. Before using a keyboard to input 
the formula for (*) transparent aluminum, a character attempts to activate a computer by speaking into its 
mouse. A police officer in this film is asked for directions to the naval base in Alameda, where they keep 
“the nuclear wessels.” A slingshot maneuver is used to time travel back to 1986 to recover two whales, who 
had gone extinct in the 21st century. For 10 points, name this film that came between Search for Spock and 
The Final Frontier. 
ANSWER: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home [accept either underlined answer] <TOS> <VP> 
  

18. While wearing flip-up sunglasses, a straw hat and what appears to be blue sunscreen on only his 
nose, this man surprised his therapist tanning on a beach. This man planted a recursive error in the 
pattern buffer of a hologram to get a patient to stop resisting treatment. With Deanna Troi’s help, he 
assisted the Doctor in the treatment of the creator of the EMH, Dr. Lewis Zimmerman, and he got 
very nervous and excited to shake the hand of (*) Zefram Cochrane. As part of the Pathfinder project, he 
was responsible for making contact with Voyager from the Alpha Quadrant. For 10 points, identify this 
man who suffered from holo-addiction during his time on the Enterprise-D, played by Dwight Schultz. 
ANSWER: Lieutenant Reginald Barclay [accept either underlined answer] <STM> <VP> 
  

19. In one appearance, the power source for this character’s ship is a field-exclusion gluino, whatever 
that means. The computer aboard a purple ship owned by this character was named Adam. Escort 7 
requests that this character enter an access code for authorization to enter Docking Bay 5 on the 
G.F.S. Olympus. A ship belonging to this character will block entry if (*) Phazon corruption levels are 
above 75%. One ship belonging to this character was built on Aliehs III (3), the location of shipyards 
owned by the Galactic Federation. That ship was equipped with microfactories that could produce 
ammunition for this character’s Power Beam, Power Bomb, or Missiles. For 10 points, identify this 
character whose Power Suit can be recharged on her gunships in the Metroid series. 
ANSWER: Samus Aran [accept either answer] <VGM> <VP> 
  

20. A person left this profession after being told to practice a Baroque piece on the dulcimer for the fifth 
time, then smashing the dulcimer. Another person in this profession wishes a man "hundreds of fat 
children" after he gets married. A former member of this profession named Nandi trained at (*) 
House Madrassa. A person with this profession pretends to pray with incense, but actually sets a delayed 
detonation flash bomb that incapacitates the Operative. The shuttle being rented by that character is 
frequently barged in on uninvited by the captain, although not when the occupant is entertaining clients. For 
10 points, identify this profession of Inara, the official title for licensed prostitution in the Firefly universe. 
ANSWER: Companion [prompt on licensed prostitution or less tactful synonyms] <FIR> <VP> 

 



 

21. One character in this film sarcastically claims to be a meat popsicle rather than a human being. In 
this film, a cockroach with a listening device on it is squashed by the president, making the person 
listening in scream in pain. A man in this film claims he only speaks two languages, English and Bad 
English, when a red haired woman starts shouting from the (*) backseat in an alien language. This film 
opens in 1914 Egypt with the arrival of the Mondoshawans to seek four stones. Mandalores are continually 
sent after those stones by Mr. Zorg, who wears a clear mask covering half his face and is played by Gary 
Oldman. For 10 points, name this film which features Leeloo Korben Dallas, a reluctant cab driver played 
by Bruce Willis. 
ANSWER: The Fifth Element <MOV> <TE> 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  


